Abstract-Medical image fusion has been extensively used to aid medical diagnosis by combining images of various modalities such as Computed Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI) into a single output image that contains salient features from both inputs. This paper proposes a novel fusion algorithm through the use of a non-linear fusion operator, based on the low sub-band coefficients of the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). Rather than employing the conventional mean rule for approximation sub-bands, a modified approach is taken by the introduction of a non-linear fusion rule that exploits the multimodal nature of the image inputs by prioritizing the stronger coefficients. Performance evaluation of CT-MRI image fusion datasets based on a range of wavelet filter banks shows that the algorithm boasts improved scores of up to 92% as compared to established methods. Overall, the non-linear fusion rule holds strong potential to help improve image fusion applications in medicine and indeed other fields.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image fusion is a process of merging two or more images, which preserves important features from each input in order to generate a fused output image of a higher visual quality. The concept has extensive applications in medical imaging, where various image acquisition systems tend to exist such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), ultrasound and more [1] . The different and complementary nature of each system has led to the idea that combining images acquired with different medical devices will generate an image that can offer more comprehensive information. For instance, CT is more adept at displaying strong structure like bones while MRI is focused at detecting soft tissues. On the other hand, modalities possessing low spatial resolution like positron emission tomography (PET) and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) contain functional records which help in providing information about visceral metabolism and blood circulation [2] . Fusion therefore is deemed important in enhancing image results, which can lead to better detection of anomalies, reducing uncertainties and generally aid in better decision making by the medical practitioner .
Numerous techniques have been implemented to perform fusion on medical images over the years, one of the most popular being the wavelet-based approach as studied in [2] . This entails the use of signal decomposition techniques to divide the input image into a series of low-and high-pass filtered representations, or essentially blurs and edges. Having obtained the respective wavelet coefficients for each of the two input images, fusion is then performed by a fusion operator or rule that selects the preferred coefficients.
Aside from the choice of transform or feature extraction, fusion rule is a key factor that influences the quality image fusion performance [3] . It is imperative therefore that a good operator is in place that allows the best features from either source to be preserved. Several works related to fusion rule has been found in literature. Prakash et al. in [4] worked on novel wavelet-based image fusion methods but used a basic max-abs rule as the operator. Elsewhere, Zhang Bin [5] has studied the effects of various fusion rules and proposed a novel operator based on local area energy, though good results are not consistent. A similar research have been done in [6] in which a different fusion rule is denoted according to each image region, whereas in [7] different algorithms were used on regions instead. Further, in [8] the authors performed a complex fuzzy rule system of fractal dimensions based on the wavelet transform to fuse remote sensing satellite images. In [3] another complex rule based on principal component analysis (PCA) decomposition and consistency checking was proposed and achieved slightly higher scores than conventional methods.
Two drawbacks are evident from the methods above: most used non-standard means of calculating image fusion performance; and the performance score is only marginally better. To address this, we propose an enhanced version of waveletbased medical image fusion, by introducing a novel fusion operator that is based on non-linear weights. As we shall later describe, the method takes advantage of the multimodal nature of medical images and consistently delivers supremely better fusion performance over conventional methods.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 1 introduces the concept of image fusion, while Section 2 gives a thorough explanation of wavelet theory. The proposed method is described in Section 3 and its performance is analysed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
II. WAVELET TRANSFORM
Wavelet transform is defined as a representation of a function as a linear combination of wavelet basis functions [9] .
The concept makes up part of multi-resolution analysis where the data can be processed at multiple scales. They are based on Fourier analysis, except that wavelet transform is well suited to approximate signals with sharp discontinuities, which makes it especially useful for digital image analysis. Analysis of wavelets initiates with the individual mother wavelet -as opposed to sine and cosine signals in Fourier analysis, several more complicated basis functions tend to comprise the mother wavelet which then can be utilised at different resolutions. Another advantage of wavelets is that they are localised in both frequency space, which proves to be exceedingly useful in image processing where features can be segmented, as well as image denoising and compression.
The basis functions are derived from the mother wavelet by a series of processes called dilations or approximations (scaling function) and translations (shifting function). For bidimensional image signals, an extension of wavelets called the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is considered. Based on the mother wavelets ψ(x, y) and φ(x, y), The scaling function W φ (j, m, n) is defined by:
where i = {H, V, D} i.e. ψ i measures variations along horizontal edges (columns), vertical edges (rows) and diagonal edges.
The inverse DWT is then performed to regain the image pixels in their spatial form [10] , a process called reconstruction or synthesis. In contrast to digital filtering and downsampling process in DWT, inverse DWT does the exact opposite step i.e. upsampling and filtering. An image may therefore be approximated by the two-dimensional inverse DWT defined by Equation 4 .
III. IMAGE FUSION WITH WAVELETS
Fusion by means of the wavelet transform works by selecting the desired 2D wavelet coefficients from the source images prior to the inverse transform [11] , [12] . The attraction of wavelets is that it decomposes a complex and detailed image into a series sub-images of lower complexity, thereby assisting in image analysis. Both the MRI and CT images are segregated into approximation, horizontal edge, vertical edge and diagonal edge sub-bands respectively, and then different fusion approaches may then be used on each sub-band. This is regarded as an important step as the majority of details desired in a fusion output are readily distinguished in the edge sub-bands. For the case of medical images, where important features are normally represented as high intensity components against the dark background, wavelet decomposition enables us to better discern those features.
As each pixel in the wavelet domain now represents a coefficient value, the fusion operator is performed by comparing the corresponding wavelet pixels from the MRI and CT images respectively. Typically, fusion of the approximation sub-band uses the mean or average rule as per Equation 1 below:
where W φ (j, m, n) is a coefficient at location (m, n) of the approximation sub-band.
In contrast, the detail sub-bands employ various rules as the fusion operator. Popular ones include maximum-absolute (max-abs) rule as found in Equation 2, which selects coefficients with higher values, as well as weighted average (WA) which is represented in Equation 3. W.A is a cross between mean and max-abs whereby weights, α m,n and β m,n are assigned to the coefficient according to the difference in value. For instance if the coefficient at (m, n) is valued at 100 for MRI and only 50 for CT, the fused coefficient shall be α m,n ×100+β m,n ×50 where α m,n = 0.8, β m,n = 0.2 are the weights. Else if the values are relatively closer e.g. 100 for MRI and 90 for CT, the weights α m,n = β m,n = 0.5 will also be fairer.
where α m,n + β m,n = 1.
A notable disadvantage of the mean fusion rule is that it is non-discriminatory, meaning that the output of the approximation sub-band shall purely consist of average coefficient values from both input images. This poses a problem especially when the input modalities tend to contrast greatly, where one input contains much more salient information than the other. Ideally, the fusion rule should be able to prioritise the modality with the higher information content in order to obtain the best output possible. A solution is therefore proposed by means of the non-linear fusion operator. The new rule utilises the exponential property to transform a linear equation in the mean rule into its non-linear counterpart, as seen in Equation 3: 
This essentially modifies the original operator to discriminate and prioritise higher valued coefficients, while suppressing lower ones. As is evident in the results section, the method is able to greatly capitalise on the varying modalities of medical images and deliver fused output images of tremendously higher quality.
The theoretical reasoning behind this is illustrated in the learning curve in Figure 1 . Compared to the rigidness of mean rule, the non-linear rule resembles a more flexible and optimised version of max-abs and W.A. For instance, if coefficient A is far greater than B the output weight composition will be heavily biased towards A and only partly from B, and viceversa. If both coefficients are closer in value however, the output shall be more similar to W.A.
As the aim is to mainly address the drawback of the mean rule, application of the proposed fusion operator is restricted to the approximation sub-band only; for the detail sub-bands, the max-abs and W.A rules are maintained. Overall, the methodology of our approach can be summarised in the block diagram in Figure 2 .
IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
A standard dataset of the brain image scenario [13] is put through the algorithm, comprising two inputs: MRI and CT images. The images are all grayscale and are assumed to be spatially aligned. The objective is to fuse the images in order to obtain an output that best preserves important information from both inputs. Six wavelet filter banks are used in the experiments: Haar, Daubechies, Symlet, Coiflet, Meyer and Biorthogonal. In order to reduce complexity, wavelet decomposition has been restricted to one level. The results are Further, objective evaluation is conducted in which the fusion results are assessed via the established Petrovic objective fusion metric [14] . The metric derives a Sobel-based edge detection and subsequently calculates the amount of edge information that has been transferred from the input images into the fused output, both in terms of strength and orientation, thus giving a normalised score between 0.00 and 1.00. Naturally, a good fusion rule that can enhance the salient features and transfer most of them into the output will yield a high score. The results are shown in Table 1 .
From the table we can see the clear disparity in Petrovic scores between methods that employ the mean rule and those that use the proposed non-linear rule. As the brain fusion results show, mean & max-abs approach yields an average score of 0.3881, whilst non-linear & max-abs achieves 0.7469. This translates to an improvement of over 92%. Further, perceptual observation of the fused images of the brain concurs that our approach yields a higher quality and better looking output. This is evident in Figure 3 where the results of nonlinear fusion are brighter and more features are distinguishable as compared to the mean. A closer inspection also suggests that non-linear fusion is able to faithfully transfer the original pixel intensities into the output while minimising unwanted artefacts.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel technique for fusion of medical images using the wavelet transform, where a non-linear rule was introduced in the fusion step. A brief introduction to wavelet theory was discussed, as well as the methodology of our approach and how bi-dimensional discrete wavelets are conducted to perform image fusion. In performance evaluation, it is shown that the proposed method consistently scores higher than conventional rules, for all wavelet filter types. An analysis of the non-linear rule brain MRI-CT fusion yields a 92% improvement over the mean rule. Perceptual evaluation of the image results also affirm our method's superior performances. Overall, the works in this paper present a solid foundation on which future endeavours in medical imaging may benefit, as a good image fusion algorithm is essential in preserving important information such as veins, tissues and bone structure to aid the medical practitioner in making fast diagnosis and critical decisions. Future directions for this research may be to incorporate real-time processing of image fusion. As opposed to static images, video feeds may present a tougher challenge but they remain the grand challenge of any research in fusion. An example fusion framework comprising live video feeds of ultrasound imaging used during surgical operations such as organ transplant, fused with a pre-existing CT and MRI image datasets, would present a viable scenario for the future in medical research.
